
INTRODUCTION   TO   THE   SEQUENCE   ARCH   OF   CLASS  
You   will   find   that   “Power   Yoga”   sequences   follow   a   similar   pattern   as   it   is   a  
well-rounded   physical   sequence   that   warms,   ignites,   works,   cools,   balances,  
and   rests   the   body   head   to   toe,   as   well   as   body-mind-spirit.   
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WARMING 
Just like other workouts a typical vinyasa sequence will begin with an opportunity to arrive and 
get settled, then warms and prepares the body for work (warming phase).   

During this phase of work the heart rate begins to increase, circulation is diverted from 
processes like digestion towards the muscles so that they may become warm and ready for 
action, and the joints are moved dynamically through their range of motion to prepare for more 
intense physical activity. 

WORKING 
After warming the body it is ready for higher intensity work (working phase). During the 
working phase the muscles and joints are challenged, and the body in a vinyasa practice must 
work harder to regulate core temperature, and nervous system response.  

COOLING 
Once the body has finished the working phase it will move into a lower intensity portion of the 
workout to begin the return to homeostasis (cooling).  The cooling phase is important as it eases 
the body out a state of activity and work, so that other body processes may resume. Heart rate, 
breath rate, and blood pressure begin to return to normal, the body temperature cools, and 
blood flow begins to move back towards other vital processes such as digestion.  

RECOVERY Savasana and After Class 
As the body cools down it is also an opportunity to balance out any physical work that has 
been done, stretch and rest (recovery).  During the recovery phase the body and brain absorb 
the work that was just done, build up in the muscles begins to flush, tissues begin repair, and 
energy stores and fluid levels begin to renew.  
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PRINCIPLES OF ALIGNMENT  & SAMPLE MOUNTAIN POSE CUES

ANCHOR - plug in and draw energy up 

• Big toes touch with space between heels OR feet under hips with toes straight forward

• Even weight in both feet with arches lifted

• Inner thighs wrap in as outer ankles press down

• Legs engage with drawing kneecaps up

TETHER - find the midline to harness power and control 

• Neutral Pelvis

• Front of pelvis lifts as the tail lengthens down

• Pelvic floor slightly lifted (Mula)

• Torso elongated

• Navel drawn towards spine, and front ribs drawn in (uddiyana)

EXPRESS - radiate out and up 

• Lift the heart up from the harness of the belly

• Create space between the shoulders and the ears

• Arms down: shoulder heads back, palms forward and shoulder blades in

• Arms up: shoulder blades wrap out, and biceps spin towards ears

• When arms are overhead with the biceps spinned in, this is still external rotation at the 
shoulder.  One way to experience this is to externally rotate with the arms at the sides and 
then lift them up. Notice that you did not need to change the rotation of the arm you simply 
came to full overhead flexion of the shoulder.

• Chin slightly drawn back, level to the floor (jalandhara)
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Explore   the   Purpose   of   Each   Series  

Explore   the   physical,   mental,   and   spiritual   intention   and   benefits   of   the   general  

placement   of   each   series   in   the   context   of   the   sequence   arc.    This   is   a   general  

conversation   of   order   of   events,   not   a   discussion   about   individual   poses.   

ARRIVAL  

WARMING  

STANDING   SERIES  

STANDING   BALANCE  

DEEP   WORK:   HIPS  

DEEP   WORK:   SPINE  

COOLING   &   COUNTERBALANCE  

SURRENDER  
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Key   Concepts   in   Sequence   Arc  
Consider   how   each   of   these   key   concepts   affects   posture   order.  

PROGRESSION   OF   DIFFICULTY  

INTENSITY   v.   COMPLEXITY  

PLANES   OF   MOTION  

BIG   MUSCLES   V.   STABILIZING   MUSCLES  

DYNAMIC   STRETCH   V.   ACTIVE   STATIC   STRETCH   V.   PASSIVE   STATIC   STRETCH  

STABILITY  

MOBILITY  

BALANCE  

COORDINATION  

PREVIEW  

PREPARATION  

COUNTERBALANCE  

REPETITION   v.   SURPRISE  
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